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Objective

Data and Study area

This study focuses on details in the location
and geometry of this transition in Southern
Norway and Southern Sweden where two
dense profiles of temporary seismological
stations are combined with the exceptional
data coverage of the permanent NORSAR
array.
Resolution depends on good ray coverage
("hit count").
We will try to optimize the resolution in an
East‐West section near the Oslo Graben.

Background:
The deep lithosphere transition between
Southern Sweden and Denmark is closely
associated with the Sorgenfrei‐Tornquist
Zone and the south‐western boundary of
the Baltic Shield, whereas the northward
continuation between Southern Sweden
and Southern Norway is crossing various
tectonic and geomorphologic units. It is a
challenge to understand the relations
between deep structures of the lithosphere
– asthenosphere system and the near
surface crustal structures in this region,
which includes old tectonic boundaries, the
Oslo Graben and the Southern Scandes
Mountains.
A good resolution of the location,
“sharpness” and depth of the lithospheric
transition is important for the interpretation
of the geodynamic evolution of Southern
Norway
and
adjacent
areas.
Previous recent P‐wave travel time
tomography studies (Medhus et al, 2009,
2010) have delineated a deep lithospheric
transition between Southern Norway and
Denmark on one side and Southern Sweden
on the other side.

Rays and Hit counts
In this part we compute the rays that hit the a regular model for
our studied area.
We show the horizontal section of the hit counts In a depth of
100 km.
We note that the high hit counts (white squares), follow a
‘crooked line’.
Depth between 100 and 125

Crooked line tomography
Why and How?
Top view:
following highest hit counts

RESULTS for Vertical sections
Hit counts Slowness

Horizontal section at depth 100 km inspired us to
make a crooked line (not straight) model, in order
to follow the highest hit counts.
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Regional tomography
Results:
Vertical hit‐count sections
These 9 east‐west vertical
sections show the hit counts
from south to the north of the
model . As could be seen in the
first (started from north)
section, hit counts are poor at
the depth of 50 to 200 km, but
by moving to the south, we can
see the hit counts increase not
only to the depth of 50 km but
also to east‐west of the
sections. And at the southern
parts they get poor at the
depth 200 to 300. these ray
path and their inclination tell
us that they have a inclination
towards the north.
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Perspective view:
following rays angle
In order to make the model the best follower of
the hit counts we also made an inclination in our
model towards the north guided by the hit
counts pattern.

Conclusions
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We have demonstrated how to perform crooked line
tomography which may improve ray coverage for resolution of
sections under stations profiles which are not perfectly
straight.
For the profile studied we resolve very a sharp transition under
the eastern boundary of the Oslo Graben. The transition seems
to be almost vertical down to about 200 km.

